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New year,
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Wacky, wild
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New makeup trends
to rock this V-day

full of things that
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Dear Shopper,
Rewards
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Delivery
services

Hands-free
shopping and
more...

Happy to help
Please write to us at
citywalk@selectcitywalk.com
facebook.com/selectcitywalkdelhi
twitter.com/selectcitywalk

It’s been a happy and eventful year at Select CITYWALK as we turned
10! We found ourselves on Santa’s good list, and received your love as
our present.
2018 brings with it new hopes and wishes, new beginnings to make and of
course, new resolutions to attempt. But before elaborating on that, allow us to
thank you all for dropping by and making our 10th anniversary celebrations
so very special.
Coming back to our plans for 2018, guess what, we are toasting the turn of
the year with a lot of newness at Select CITYWALK. There are new stores,
new events and new reasons to celebrate with us. After all, we have to keep
our promise of bringing to you everything that is fresh, innovative and
unique. But first, have you checked out our fall/winter collections that have
hit the stores? It’s time to upgrade your winter wardrobe. With new trends
and styles, there’s no excuse to not shop! With each year that passes, we are
fuelled with a drive to do more and bring the best to you. That’s because
YOU, our shoppers, are most important to Select CITYWALK and we love to
make you feel special. As with every time, there’s excitement in the air with
a trail of events that we have in store for you during the first three months
of 2018. The festivities have just begun with Republic Day, Valentine’s Day
and so much more to revel in. And as we promised, we have added brand new
events to the list. In January is the Indian Heritage Exhibition in association
with the Ministry of Textiles, where we endeavour to promote artisans. In
February, apart from Valentine’s Day, join us to boost the confidence of
underprivileged children as we play host to Kids on Rampage, a fashion
show by kids. In March, enjoy World on a Plate with us. This event is an
assortment of food exhibitions, music and entertainment acts.
So go on and ring in 2018 with as much fervour and excitement as we’re feeling.
We wish you a great year ahead with lots and lots of love and even more shopping!
Warm regards,
Team Select CITYWALK

instagram.com/selectcitywalk
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#a brand
new saga
4.

Best of British
fragrances, an
exquisite chocolate
boutique, a premium
high-street clothing
brand and an
organic wellness
routine - the bouquet
of new and fresh at
Select CITYWALK has
never been
this refreshing!

selectcitywalk.com

English whiff
BRITISH
fragrance
house
Jo Malone London will soon
debut at Select CITYWALK.
Since its inception in 1990,
Jo Malone London has become a
name internationally synonymous
with the most coveted bespoke
British fragrances. They make
distinctive
yet
understated
colognes and luxurious scents for

bath, body and home, all elegantly
simple with unexpected ingredients
and a unique twist. From enticing
new scents like Myrrh & Tonka to
modern classics such as Lime Basil
& Mandarin and Wood Sage & Sea
Salt, each fragrance is crafted from
the highest quality ingredients.
Synonymous with gift giving, Jo
Malone London is a thoughtful
and generous statement, from
a small token to the grandest of
gifts. Wrapped in the brand’s iconic
cream-and-black box, tied with
grosgrain ribbon. Always elegant.
Always appreciated. But that’s
not all. Jo Malone boutiques mix
English classicism with modernity.
Heritage pieces of furniture are
juxtaposed with stark contemporary
elements, making shopping here an
inspiring experience.
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In harmony
Kama Ayurveda is true, pure
and authentic. It is a loved brand
for its holistic and efficacious
treatments for beauty and
wellness inspired from timetested prescriptions. Arriving
in Select CITYWALK with a
range of innovative products like
natural sun protection, organic
and natural hair colour range,
organic neem oil and men’s
shaving foam along with the
offerings of product sampling
and personalised consultations
with Ayurvedic doctors at the
stores. Using 6,000-year-old
secrets of the Indian science of
Ayurveda, Kama Ayurveda has
made them relevant to today’s
discerning consumers. Ayurveda
emphasises
the
harmony
between the physical, mental and

6.

spiritual realms, the whole being.
Its philosophy harps on restoring
broken links between the mind
and the body in order to achieve
balanced health, contentment
and peace. All the products are
100 per cent natural, vegetarian
and are composed of ingredients
from organic plants and herbs
collected from natural habitats.
This means - No artificial colours.
No artificial fragrance. No animal
ingredients. No petrochemicals,
parabens, urea, propylene glycol
or sulphates. Kama Ayurveda is
contemporary and relevant to the
modern consumer but is deeply
rooted in pure tradition.
selectcitywalk.com
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Be your own
favourite

There’s something for every age
group and size in terms of design
and fit. And if you prefer to add to
yourself your own little stardust,
with over 100 celebrities having
sported Madison, the brand has its
own over 300 unique Bollywood
celebrity looks. Unlike other highstreet retail chains, Madison stores
have their own stylists, who style
every customer, according to their
unique tastes and likes. With a cosy
boutique ambience, personalised
service and made-to-measure
clothing, Madison creates its very
own ‘MADISON Experience’ for its
shoppers.

Sported by celebrities such as
Alia Bhatt, Katrina Kaif, Priyanka
Chopra and Deepika Padukone,
Madison, designer Trishna Bajaj’s
boutique label, makes its Select
CITYWALK debut promising highstreet clothing and accessories that
are both exclusive and affordable.
The label has clothes on trend,
but it also has an array of vintagemeets-timeless-trendy clothing for
those who love tradition. Madison
makes limited pieces in each
design and, therefore, the clothes
are exclusive, so you don’t have to
worry about getting caught in the
same dress as your friend at a party.
The choice on offer is unlimited.

8.
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Dark
Delights
ITC’s
home-grown
luxury
chocolate
boutique
Fabelle
sweetens the Select CITYWALK
shopping experience with its arrival
this season. Each Fabelle creation
is a masterpiece, containing no
added vegetable fat, but cocoa
butter and cocoa sourced from
some of the finest cocoa-growing
regions around the world. It has
a range of exquisite handcrafted
boxed chocolates such as Fabelle
Elements - intricately crafted
pralines inspired by the elements
of nature; Fabelle Ganache velvety-soft cubes of exotic cocoa
delicately churned with butter
and fresh cream and Fabelle
‘As You Like It’ - personalised
chocolate cup creations offering
myriad possibilities of fillings and
toppings; Gianduja - a nutty, melt in
mouth delicacy; and Single Origin
Cocoa - an assortment of six rich
dark chocolate bars made with
cocoa sourced from six different
countries. In addition, you can
experience a range of exquisitely
crafted desserts and beverages
created by the brand’s master
chocolatiers who also recommend
what beverages to pair with which
single-origin bar. For instance,
the Madagascar bar is ideal with
jasmine tea and the Sao Tome
bar is perfect with americano
black coffee. Come satiate your
sweet tooth at the newly-opened
outlet at Select CITYWALK.

10.
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Always a woman to me

Delhi does not disappoint you and your
girl gang if you want to do something
fun and interesting. When it comes to
pampering you with some of the best
options, Delhi always tops the charts.
Besides that, every International Women’s Day, Delhi pays a tribute to women
by organising a string of performing
arts events across the city, showcasing
women’s issues like financial independence, body shaming, beauty biases
and women’s safety. We at Select CITYWALK reflect the same vibes as our city.
Head to the shopping centre to take part
in Women’s Day celebrations or to just
pamper yourself on this special day!

Holi thy name

Delhi and its DJs are gearing up for
the festival of Holi. A string of Bollywood Holi songs and some bassblasting music along with multiple
colours are in the air. Known for its
colourful Holi parties, the city of
Delhi is eagerly awaiting the festival
of colours, and so are we. Come,
pick up your organic colours and
Holi gifts, and participate in special
Holi events to make your festival
even more colourful!

#DELHI DIARIES
The first quarter of 2018 brings with it festive cheer that Delhiites
keep waiting for, all year long! From celebrating national pride to
saluting womanhood, from enjoying the riot of colours to marking
the day of love, the spirit of Delhi and Select CITYWALK hits a
festive high!
We the people

As India celebrates Republic
Day, it is no news that its
full glory can be witnessed
only in its capital- New
Delhi! Lasting three days, the
celebrations showcase India’s
cultural and social heritage
and defence capabilities.
Para-military forces and
different regiments of the
Army put up a spectacular
show, which also includes
the much-awaited flypast of

12.

aircraft. The grand parade at
Rajpath flanked by the two
most important buildings in
the country - Rashtrapati Bhavan and India Gate - draws
hordes of spectators even in
the biting cold of January. On
the evening of January 29,
the curtains come down on
the R-Day celebrations with
a fitting finale by the official
bands of the Indian Army,
the Navy and the Indian Air
Force. Known as Beating

Retreat, the ceremony is held
between the North and South
Blocks of Rashtrapati Bhavan,
adjacent to Vijay Chowk.
We at Select CITYWALK
share the same enthusiasm
as our city for the Republic
Day celebrations! Head to
the shopping centre to see it
all decked up in the colours
of patriotism! Come and
celebrate the birth anniversary of India’s Constitution
with us!

selectcitywalk.com

Love and let love

Delhi, also known as “Dil Waalon Ki
Dilli” is a city that recognises and
accepts love. From Majnu Ka Tilla to
the endless collection of romantic
books at all roadside book bazaars,
love is definitely in the air. So, come
this Valentine’s Day, be the Delhi-ite
you are and celebrate love as you
experience the city, because everything about it spells love! Prepping
for something upbeat, like every
year, we have a surprise planned for
you this year too! So, come to Select
CITYWALK and get love-locked.

calendar

15.

#Save the date
Set reminders and put alarms... Select CITYWALK has some exciting
and fun-filled events lined up for you in the coming months...

January
3rd - 7th
Indian Heritage
Exhibition
In this exhibition,
organised with the
Ministry of Textiles,
we endeavour to
promote the indigenous crafts of local
artisans from small
towns and villages.

January
27th - 28th
Rotary Fest
What’s a celebration without sharing!
The Rotary Fest
to be organised at
Select CITYWALK
offers you a chance
to share your joy shop, eat and donate
for a cause!

February
16th
Kids’ On Rampage
It’s time for the young
ones to get fashionable, with a colourful
fashion show for kids
from the underpriviledged segment.

14.

January
12th - 14th
Exhibition
TIRANGAA
This is an occasion
for you to experience
various regions of the
country, along with
merchandise from
the different states
of India, at Select
CITYWALK.

Jan - feb
31st 4th
Valentine’s
Market
We love you and
to express it, on
this day of amour,
our Valentine’s
Day Market overflows with tokens
of love.

March
16th - 18th
World on a plate
With some of the
most influential chefs
in the culinary world,
this gives professional
chefs an opportunity
to show their culinary
talents to an audience.

January
15th - 30th

January
20th
Movies under
the stars
Gather your friends,
grab some soft drinks
and popcorn, and
watch the movieTop Gununder the stars.

Republic Day
Décor
It’s that time of the year
again when we deck up
in shades of
patriotism to celebrate
India’s democracy,
constitution and its
inheritance in all its
splendid glory.

February
4th - 25th

February
9th - 11th
Asian Hawkers’
MARKET
Our Asian Hawkers’
Market is back with a
bang as we start the
new year. Tickle your
taste buds with a
variety of Asian fare
and yummies.

Valentines day
Décor
Select CITYWALK will
showcase Valentine’s
Day Décor - just for
you. Walk in with
your special someone
and make the day
unforgettable.

March
31st
Movies under the
stars
It’s time to recline, relax and
enjoy the choicest of movies
with a mug of hot chocolate
and pop corn-under the stars.
Disclaimer: Dates and events are subject to change.
Please check with the concierge for more details

happenings

Khushiyon ki diwali
The festival of lights brought with
it a string of happiness and we
decked up the shopping centre
with everything festive. The annual Diwali Bazaar displayed a
brilliant
collection of designer
candles, pooja thalis, diwali gift
items, home décor, ethnic apparel
and festive jewellery, which added
to the festivities and brought a traditional feel to the centre. Also,
the festival of giving was marked
by spreading happiness with the
“Khushiyon Ki Diwali” initiative,
a digital activity that helped
made Diwali brighter for
less-privileged children by
fulfilling their larger than life
wishes. From meeting Virat
Kohli to seeing an IPL match,
the initiative brought smiles to
the faces of the children.

#talk of
the town
Events that took place
at Select citywalk

anniversary
celebrations

We turned 10 and nothing made us happier than celebrating with our shoppers.
Our month-long celebration, started with
something sweet at the Waffle Festival,
moved to indulgence (and got rewarded
for it) with the Big Deals offer and Shop
& Get to when we showed it all off at the
Bloggers Confluence and finally ended
on a healthy note with the Fit Fest. The
festivities were full of fun food and fiesta
and nothing less than a month long carnival. The happiness generated, refined
the meaning of our milestone celebration
and left a smile on every shopper’s face.
We couldn’t ask for more !!

16.
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Movies Under
The Stars

The incredible response
of our shoppers to this
open movie screening encouraged us to take this
activity to another level altogether. So, once again,
the plaza of the shopping
centre transformed into an
open-air movie theatre to
screen Spider-Man.
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happenings

asian hawkers market

As we celebrated happiness at Select CITYWALK, our beloved Asian
Hawkers Market returned for a successful fifth run. The festival was
spectacularly curated with sights, sounds, smells and tastes that created the feel of a South-East Asian Market. A variety of cuisines were
made available from Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. From carts full of
sushi, dim sums and bao to bowls full of curries, khao suey and stir
fries, there was not a single dish that was missed. It’s safe to say that
the three-day fiesta was an experiential journey with which one could
grasp the grandeur of Asia through its cuisine.

Dessertarian Fest

This festival gets bigger, better and sweeter every year! At Select CITYWALK, visitors were introduced to the right kind of sweetness, with a
yummy spread of goodies to satiate all sweet tooth
cravings and temptations. They explored a wide
range of unique, finger-licking treats and desserts
from Delhi-NCR’s best restaurants and bakeries,
upcoming home-bakers, and a number of other
assorted vendors.

18.
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happenings

Episode 2

Brand talk

Christmas
celebrations

Pick your favourite party ensemble from one of
Select CITYWALK’s most happening brands

The festive spirit enthralled Select CITYWALK as Christmas
came in style. The celebrations
were marked with an array of
events including Christmas Market, Christmas Tree Making with
Krispy Kreme and Cornetto’s,
Dessertarian Fest, Christmas
Choir Fest, Meet and Greet with
Santa, Kids Christmas Carnival and more. The fervour was
boosted by the merry decor and
the visit from Santa as he doled
out gifts that put a smile on the
faces of all our shoppers. A merry Christmas it was, indeed.
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#it’s raining love

20.
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There’s no better time to be amorous and flirty than
Valentine’s Day. Let your dewy glow, bold lips and cascading hair make great accomplices to the romantic day

8
1
20
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. When it comes to clothes, let a loose
sense of asymmetry guide you. Things
don’t have to be round or sharp or angular or
wavy. Go for fabric that lets your skin breathe.

#Curry up
your style
recipe

04

. Keep it short and breezy. Whether your
pants, pyjamas, shirts, skirts or shorts,
just keep them all short and the fabric light. A
breezy ensemble always brings some freshness
to your attitude!

Fire up your vanity and shed those
conventions drummed up as sine
qua non by self-styled gurus. It is
time to root out the dullards

03

. Liven up your work wardrobe with new
looks that use some of the old staples
with new entrants. It’s time for serious fashion
business.

02

. Don’t be afraid to pile on the jewels.
Give the minimalist advisors on your
fashion counsel list, a break. Let there be shimmer and light.

10

. Say goodbye to fringes. On your coiffure
as well as your bags and just as well on
your skirts. The stripped and shredded ordered
mess has served all of us well. Before it outstays
its welcome, make a clean sweep of it.

09

. Use more colour. Show some sass.
Whether it is your makeup, your attire
or even just one of your earrings, instead of going for a single shade, glam it up a bit with some
multi-toned confidence.

08

. Mix street style with high fashion and
you’ve got yourself an extremely stylish
ensemble. Allow the biker chic babe to meet the
classy fashionista.

07

. Enough of the tramp stamps and exotic
scripts for tattoos. Pick some edgy lines,
even better if they represent the energy you’d like
to attract in your life. Let them etch a statement
for you.

06

. Go organic for a healthy skin. Nothing
like stuff from the kitchen for radiance
that shimmers from within. So go experiment.

22.
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01

. And finally, drop one thing from your
beauty routine that you loathe doing.
There is no point scarring your mind over something you dislike. Ditch every complicated beauty
routine and go natural!
Follow our advice and enter 2018 as your charming
self, because nothing suits you better than an attitude that befits your style. Cheers!!

#Cleaning
out the
closet

Let’s decode
your style
zodiac for the
year and see
what lies in
stores, and
salons, for you

Aries. You are feeling like, well, a surprise. That dark wardrobe section is in for a major overhaul. Out with the old and in
with the bold. Arians seek an abundance of action and so love
to ruffle a few feathers. Fitted trousers, tailored jackets, skirts
and structured ensembles are what the Arian seeks.

Taurus. The air is jostling with your strands. Shear away the
unnecessary bulk and let a sleek shape emerge. Taureans are
fashion investors, quite literally and look for a long time affair with it
rather than a fling. Classic colours, eternal pieces and neutral hues
with interesting textures define the Taurean wardrobe this year.

Libra. The flashiest Zodiac will not fail to catch eyes and evoke
gasps. The colours in your closet will realign to paint a different
style canvas. Effortlessly balancing high fashion with your
exemplar style is the mantra in 2018.

Scorpio. You are gifted this year with a natural youthful bloom.
Think of a semi-clad Grecian figure with golden curls, carefree and
coy. Well-cut basics in muted tones like a plush pair of knee-high
boots or a luxurious velvet jacket will attract you instantly this year.

Sagittarius. You could have a ‘piercing’ insight into all things
aesthetic. You love to flit about wherever and whenever you
want which is why your clothes will be sporty and practical this
year. You prefer one magnificent accessory like a statement
cocktail ring or a necklace instead of piling them on!

Gemini. Drama, drama and more!! You are about to add a layer of
mystique to your everyday gear. Youth and versatility are Gemini’s
fashion flavours. Think counter-cultural colours and unexpected
braids, reversible jackets, skirts that double as dresses or trousers
that transform into shorts. Simplicity just doesn’t suit your soul.

Cancer: Cancerians have an intrinsic sense of style and panache. No tom-boyish gigs for you this year. Luscious fabrics
like silks and satins would not only tingle your senses but also
pave the fashion way for you in 2018.

Capricorn. Your sex appeal threatens to rocket through the
roof. The years have added nothing but charm to your skin and
your soul. Soft and uncluttered — a triumph of subtle class and
elegance is the Capricorn style this year.

Aquarius. You will have to take that leap of faith and jump
out of that staid exterior to let the world see the mischief hidden in your structured closet. Whimsical items of clothing are a
sure-shot in your wardrobe!

Leo. For the dramatic and flamboyant Leo, a life-size upgrade is imminent in your jewellery box. Whence is that big stone -- or is it several
tiny ones -- coming to illumine your life? Fierce fashion is your calling.
Nothing but the best will do for 2018, like an exclusive vintage piece
or a limited edition accessory that is as timeless as you.

24.

25.
Virgo. You will have to pull out of your comfort zone and
stand tall in those tiptoe heels. It is time to show some cheek.
And leg. Elegance is your watchword and this year you will
settle for nothing less than flawless tailoring and elegant
clothes with intricate detail.

selectcitywalk.com

Pisces. A transformational wave will smoothen your quirky
style and sweep away the kinks. Shoes should be pretty little
pumps or sandals this year. A more angular presentation awaits
in 2018.
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hues hue

#Rapture
Rose

The artful,
sophisticated version
of romance, this colour
is all things love!

#meadow
lark

ZARA
` 990

H&M
` 1,899
ZARA
` 2,290

27.

This buttery and sunny
yellow is all set to make
fashion a joyous affair
this season!

ZARA
` 1,490

MANGO
` 3,990

MANGO
` 9,990

ZARA
` 5,990
MANGO
` 8,990
H&M
` 4,499

ZARA
` 2,890
ZARA
` 2,490

CHARLES & KEITH
Price: On request

26.

H&M
` 1,299

selectcitywalk.com

MANGO
` 3,590
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Brand talk
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The fall-winter
collection takes
inspiration from
Amsterdam’s architectural ‘find’
– a symbol for
globetrotting and
world discovery
back in 1912 - the
‘Het Scheepvaarthuis’ or ‘Shipping
House’

#Fashion’s
nautical
miles
Dutch fashion
giant Scotch and
Soda makes its
debut at Select
CITYWALK

selectcitywalk.com

Scotch & Soda’s association with Select CITYWALK
begins with its spectacular
Fall-Winter collection that
takes inspiration from Amsterdam’s architectural ‘find’ – a
symbol for globe-trotting and
world discovery back in 1912
- the ‘Het Scheepvaarthuis’
or ‘Shipping House’, which
ignites their seasonal stories
and themes. They wander the
corridors of these maritime
headquarters, drawing on the
building’s design - reimagin-

ing its leading nautical characters for a rich and opulent FallWinter collection. Here’s what
they have in store...
For him
Nautically inspired doublebreasted tailoring is a key season cue that evolves into their
statement ‘Captain’s jacket’
and a premium trench-parka
crossover in midnight blue.
Double-breasted styling also
adds definition to a heavy-knit
cardigan in midnight with

Brand talk

31.
copper buttoning; a navy
workwear shirt; a stand-out
blazer in the freshest ‘retro
pink’ felt and a luxe camel
wool overcoat. Reimagined
sailor stripes also take
centre stage.
Maritime details make
pieces shine. Sailor buttoning adorns a workwear pant,
finished with a cord tie. Back
panels - normally reserved
for outerwear appear as
details on a fresh white shirt,
while turtle-neck collars nod
to captain’s jacket styling.
Ocean travels in the early
20th century meant pirates
– a vibe that inspires their
pant tailoring – the coolest
cropped length comes in a
moody underworld palette of
dark khakis, golds and blues.
Their FW outerwear centres
around the explorer’s trusty
blanket - newly finished with
sports-tech fastenings and
bold colour-blocking. The
explorer blanket is also the
inspiration for a key FW outerwear statement: – the Sherpa
and lambswool mix jacket.
Festive looks return again
to classic nautical shades
- navy, camel, greys and
blues - in head-to-toe tonal
looks. Velour and velvet are
transformed into smart daily
wear - poured into unlikely
tees and sweats, and we
introduce a tuxedo blazer in
a contemporary silhouette
executed in luxe velvet and
silk to celebrate in
new FW style.

30.
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For her
This is a collection in which
nautical references are
reimagined as contemporary
style statements throughout:
a double-breasted waistcoat
gets a new, longer length;
sheer tops get voluminous
ruffles inspired by the seas
and explorer’s cable knits are
given new edge with directional colour-blocking.
The traditional sailor stripe
also gets an update - a clean
monochrome stripe is added
to a tailored kick flare sweatpants; while red and white
lines add a sports-tech finish
to a standout sweater.
Outerwear shines in everything from quilted and
cropped two-tonal colour
blocked jackets, to a parka
in the sheerest of fabrics in
Fall-Winter’s deep crimson. A
cropped shearling and suede
mix jacket with accented piping makes for a true outerwear
statement for FW. Tie-cord
finishes on classic parka styles
and an elegant double-breasted peacoat are extra nods to
their nautical theme.
They end with clothes to
dress up in – think brand
new bloom-and-stripe
mashups in rich jacquard,
a pair of pants in newly
coloured pinstripes, and
a statement midi dress with
gold polka dot patterning –
just a few of FW’s perfect
party statements.

trends

v-day date

#she slays

A FESTIVE NIGHT

33.

ZARA
` 2,490

Whether it is your Valentine date, a festive
night, that office brunch or that mall visit- we
have you covered!

SWAROVSKI
` 23,900

Swarovski
` 5,490

SWAROVSKI
` 27,900

H&M
` 450

ZARA
` 3,990

h&m
` 2,999

ZARA
` 1,890

H&M
` 999

accessorize
` 1,800
accessorize
` 2,200

ALDO
` 7,999

accessorize
` 4,400
CHARLES & KEITH
Price: On request

32.

selectcitywalk.com
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trends

a casual outing

a dinner-date

35.
ZARA
` 2,690

TOMMY HILFIGER
Price: On request
TOMMY HILFIGER
Price: On request

zara
` 8,990

#man of
the moment

A casual outing or a potential date, we tell
you men how to put your best fashion
foot forward

ARMANI EXCHANGE
Price: On request

H&M
` 2,299
TOMMY HILFIGER
Price: On request

TOMMY HILFIGER
Price: On request

DA MILANO
` 11,999

ARMANI EXCHANGE
` 11,000

34.

ARMANI EXCHANGE
` 11,000
selectcitywalk.com
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37.
how beautiful I feel today."
Then, after a healthy breakfast of fruit and
muesli, show up on time for your pre-booked
appointment at the spa or if your feet have
borne the burden of working hours for long,
then go for a foot spa. Let your bones feel
the pressure and release all things remotely
stress-causing. After a couple hours of soaking in the aroma and relaxing music, let all
the worry lines fog over and vanish by being
unapologetically you! Yes, go on a shopping
binge! Quite literally! From lipsticks to leggings, dresses to drawstring bags, clutches
to compacts, perfumes to pants...the list
is long, we say! Take your pick and shop till
you drop!
Speaking of 'shop till you drop', don’t forget
to juice up and catch a quick snack. Try to
get some chia seeds and kale to continue the
healthy stride. Once you are done with revitalising, throw in a couple of OTT pampering
sessions to make this day come full circle.
Head to a nail bar to add some shimmer and
shine to your talons. That’s not all - before the

#Put your
sparkle on,
woman!!!
Today is all about you, my pretty. Whether
you are juggling two jobs or babies, you need
to put your foot down and step up for yourself. This one is all about you. Stay away from
the office and the crib. Call a babysitter or call
in sick, what-so-ever, but ensure that there is
no interruption to letting your hair down and
putting your feet up. Quite literally!

36.

The sun is shining for you
today, m'lady. A series
of pampering sessions,
from a shopping binge
to a foot spa to salon
appointment and
organic meals, will set
you aglow.

But first things first. Wake up! Do a catstretch, go as far as your back takes you and
as low as your legs allow. Kudos! Now treat
yourself to a magical cleanse, squeeze lemon
into some warm water and sit in the morning
sun while you set a clear intention for the day.
Something snappy and real. "Today, I am going to rest and rejoice." Or, "I am in love with

selectcitywalk.com

night comes alive and the streets are abuzz
with those going to town, go to the stylist and
prune those locks. Add some glitter and shear
away those fly-away strands. You know it’s
time for a girl’s night out, so prowl the streets
and own the city. Celebrate womanhood as
you wine and dine because nothing is better
before you head back to the daily grind.

Itinerary
Pamper your feet at Aroma Thai and head to Geetanjali Salon
or Looks Salon to take your cosset ritual to the next level. After
pampering your body, it is time to pamper your heart. That
overindulgence is definitely a must for your pampering routine!
So bust your beauty blues at L’Occitane, Sephora, Forest Essentials, The Body Shop, Kama Ayurveda and Innisfree. For all
things makeup, head to Clinique, Jo Malone and Bobbi Brown,
and of course, Sephora, again! Speaking of that shopping
binge, don’t forget your wardrobe! Upgrade it with the season’s
latest buys! Pick your casuals from Scotch & Soda and GAP,
formals from Van Heusen Women and Massimo Dutti and your
sexy lingerie from La Senza. For a mix of the three, head to Zara
- we have a plethora of brands to make you feel special, and
let’s not forget your beauty diet for this special day. Go ahead
and indulge in all things organic at The Salad Story and Sattvik.
Complete your day with a movie at PVR Gold Class!
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39.

#Bae-by
you're my,
firework

This Valentine’s Day, surprise him with gifts and
pampering sessions that he craves for. After
all, it is his day as well! We have a road map
to guide you. Here’s how...

Valentine’s Day is a festival that revolves
around serenading and wooing women. From
bouquets of roses to heart-shaped chocolate
boxes with a cute teddy bear, girls are showered with gifts and love but this year, let’s try
something new. Let’s do something that has
never been seen, never been done, let your metrosexual man take the back seat this year while
he gets all the pampering and you take charge of
this special day of love
Step 1: Make It Special
Take a break from the quintessential chocolate,
flowers and greetings; roll up your sleeves to
plan everything on your own.
Step 2: Keep In Mind His Preferences!
For the type of man who constantly needs attention, how about a tiny but significant present to
mark each hour of the day? These presents can
represent big moments you shared that year, or
signify things you have always conversed about
adoringly. The fragrance he wore on your first
date, a music box playing his favourite song,
or even a fun new wallet (with the right kind of
picture for each unfolding compartment, if you
catch our drift). If he is an undemonstrative ro-

38.

mantic, cut down on the OTT romantic gestures
and take him to his playground, Croma for his
favorite gadget or Crossword where he can pick
out the genre he likes or maybe Sports Diner
by Hangout for a game of bowling. And lastly,
if your man is an indulgent fellow, surprise him
with a salon appointment with his favourite hair
or beard stylist followed by the age old pampering ritual appreciated by all - head straight to
Aroma Thai Foot Spa and trust us, your urban
boy would really appreciate the foot spa.

selectcitywalk.com

Step 3: Time To Dine
After the pampering session and giving your man
what he likes, end the day with a delicious meal
and the poison of his choice with a view and setting that he likes. Be it an outdoor traveller feel at
Andrea’s Eatery where you experience world cuisine or a fine dining experience with delectable
delicacies made to perfection at PA PA YA.

Step 4: Sweet Nothings
End the day with a saccharine delight. Split a dessert and enjoy a romantic moment that would not
only satisfy your sweet tooth but also leave you on
a happy note. You know you are his queen all year,
make him your king this one day ;)
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41.
versace
` 7,000
massimo dutti
` 5,490
massimo Dutti
` 3,490
zara, h&m
` 1,990
` 799
Available at Perfume Couture
massimo dutti
` 3,490

#for HIM

da milano
` 19,499

Last-minute gift shopping?! Don’t worry,
pick one of these gifts and be rest
assured he will love it

happily unmarried
` 250, ` 499

bvlgari
` 6,100

oris
Price: On request

40.
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Available at Perfume Couture
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hot picks

43.
h&m
` 999

happily
unmarried
` 350
` 499

accessorize
` 900
` 2,200

BVLGARI
` 9,450

memo
` 15,000

massimo dutti
` 7,490
Available at Perfume Couture

h&m
` 599

Available at Maison Des Parfums

#for her
We help you relieve all the
stress of what to gift your lady
love. Take your pick from this
assortment of gifts

accessorize
` 1,450

42.

mac, colorbar
` 1,450, ` 950

selectcitywalk.com

Raymond Weil
Price: On request
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Beauty bytes

#IT’S
RAINING
love

Bobbi brown
` 2,300

There’s no better time
to be amorous and
flirty than Valentine’s
Day. Let your dewy
glow, bold lips and
cascading hair make
great accomplices to
the romantic day

CHAMBOR
` 995

It’s Valentine’s season and you have to look the best. We
know, we understand and we are here to help you out. Here
are some things that you must go for because hello, it’s the
season of love and looking the best is what the aim is!

Get
Set Go!
Let your lips do all
that talking for you.
Indulge in vivacious shades
of oxblood, plum, pink,
orange and crimson. Keep
it young, fresh and be
kiss ready!

CLINIQUE
` 1,500

Estée Lauder
` 2,750

clinioue
` 2,950
L’Occitane en provence
Price: On request

MAC
Price: On request

MAC
Price: On request

44.

Show
that gloss
Shine. Shine. Shine.
Just the perfect amount
of it and you’ll definitely look
like a whole new person! Grab
the shades close to your
skin tone from Sephora,
Clinique or MAC.

selectcitywalk.com

L’OreaL
Price: On request

Twist
it all
Let’s change things a
bit with a romantic twist
with smoother and stunning twisted braids and let
your hair do the talking.
Faster, easier and oh
so trendy!!

Forest Essentials
` 1,295

#The new you
Dear urban men - it’s time to step
up your game this Valentine’s Day!
Spice it up by adapting to recent
trends and redefine your style with
a touch of metrosexuality

Episode 3

What’s cooking at
Select CITYWALK
From top restaurants to innovative dishes, come
and whet your appitite at Select CITYWALK

A spa-care approach to prep up
your skin or choppy crew cuts
to style your mane – options are
aplenty to make you date-ready
on your day of amour. Our only

pg

question is, are you ready to try
some OTT traits? If you are not

long stringy locks transforming

then it is high time you should

into wet bangs, black stain head-

mentally prepare yourself to get

bands - hair is your playground!

in this game. You may ask why.

experiment, innovate and follow

It is because your sweetheart

the latest runway trends and she

loves everything new, fresh and

will be all starry-eyed for you!

#love at first bite
These innovative, first-of-their-kind
treats make for a sumptuous New
Year at Select CITYWALK

cool this season. Hit the salon as
soon as you get time! The male

Beauty barter

standard in fashion is completely

Who said spa is only for the

changing and becoming this

ladies? Well, both genders have

beautiful, diverse image inspired

skin and all forms of skin need

by invention and creativity in

some TLC (tender love and care).

men’s grooming!

Who does not like a smooth,
flawless skin, regardless of the

46.

Hair there

fact, whether the skin is of a

Give your old hairstyles a break.

man or a woman! So what are

Go for choppy crew cuts with a

you waiting for? Book that spa

sleek side parting in the front,

appointment for yourself!

selectcitywalk.com
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#food for thought
Leave your preconceived notions and
perceptions outside, while enjoying a
sensory experience at Pa Pa Ya

food

49.

5
1

4

#love at
first bite
Cooked or frozen, baked
or brewed - these
innovative, first-of-theirkind treats make for a
sumptuous New Year at
Select CITYWALK

It is the New Year and
we have been wanting to
introduce our shoppers
to everything new, fresh,
and of course innovative
at Select CITYWALK.
This time, the quirks
come from our kitchens
to serve your sweet tooth!

48.

3

2

1 Prafeuille
Chocolat Berry
Cube

2 Tea And Cheese

3 Japadog Rolls

A chocolate square with
a touch of strawberry,
raspberry and blueberry yes, you heard us right. All
three berries in one! Straight
from Hokkaido, Japan, your
sweet craving comes in
more than just one quirky
way. The Prafeuille Chocolat
Berry Cube by Royce should
be on the list of new food
fetishes, for sure!

Pairing wine and cheese is
passé! What’s new is to have
tea with wine. Surprised?
Don’t be, until you taste SanCha Tea’s latest offering - a
type of Darjeeling tea whose
aromatic profile is similar
to Chardonnay. Pair it with
camembert cheese whose
buttery texture is a perfect
accompaniment for the soft
and fresh flavour of the tea.
After all, innovation is
the watchword!

Ever heard of hot dog from
Japan? Taking inspiration
from the quintessential
American street food – the
hotdog, the Japadog is a
delicious innovative offering
by Simply Sushi’s chef Yutaka
Saito. A chicken sausage
with a Japanese twist, it is
served with Teriyaki sauce
and Japanese mayo. Mustard,
seaweed, wasabi and
other Japanese condiment
garnishings are also used.

@Royce’ Chocolate

@San-Cha Tea Boutique

@Simply Sushi

selectcitywalk.com

4 Activated
Charcoal Ice Cream

5 Hot Chocolate In
A Waffle Cone

Excellent social media fodder,
and a goth response to the
ubiquity of unicorn lattes and
rainbow bagels, inky black
ice-cream has made its way
to the capital. The activated
charcoal black on black icecream is certainly aesthetically
pleasing. This relatively rare
and unique ice-cream is not
only cool, one of its wellness
attributes is that it is a
potent detoxifier.

While we have tasted hot
chocolate in various forms,
this particular one is not just
new but extremely innovative
as well. As we all know Italian
style hot chocolate is one of
the most amazing treats in
the world, but what makes
this special chocolate marvel,
offered by The IceKreamists,
more indulgent is its
chocolate-coated freshly
baked waffle cone.

@ The IceKreamists

@ The IceKreamists
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food

51.

#Food for
thought

Leave your preconceived
notions and perceptions
outside, while enjoying a
sensory experience at Pa Pa Ya

From the culinary house behind Masala
Library, Farzi Café and Made in Punjab, Pa
Pa Ya, with its contemporary ambience
and elegance is not just redefining Asian
cuisine but is Asian cuisine, revolutionised.
Here is a premium bistro experience
where culinary art meets gastronomic
alchemy and the menu represents
influences from across the continent.
Combining grandeur, elegance and
Asian elements with a union of Japanese
architecture and Indian design, Pa Pa Ya at
Select CITYWALK is a high-energy dining
concept that encapsulates all the five
senses into a dining experience.
The food is a feast for the eyes as much as
it is for the taste buds. It offers a befitting

50.
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tribute to the refinement and extensive
cultural legacy of the Asian continent
through a lavish spread of soups, sushi,
dim sums, and ducks for the brunch. By
offering you rich taste from across Asia,
Pa Pa Ya aims to take you on a culinary
journey! The dishes on offer showcase some
classics and all-time favourites, retaining
their original essence, enhanced using
elements of modern cooking techniques
like elements of molecular gastronomy and
presentation to add an element of surprise
to the dining experience.
The bistro qualifies as a great place for a
lunch meeting, a special occasion or even
catching up with friends after a tiring day
of shopping.
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Episode 4

Et cetera
From gadgets to home décor and a whole lot
more, you’ll be spoilt for choice!

pg
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#A hint of luxury

Give your abode a touch of
opulence with these
objets d’ art

pg

60

#ga ga gadgets
Cool electronics you must lay
your hands on this quarter!

Home Décor

lamps
home stop
Lighting can make or break
your home decor - choose
from this constellation of lamps
and rest assured that you can
never go wrong with them!
Price: On request

#a hint of
luxury
Give your abode a touch of
opulence with these objets d’
art and make it the house of
your dreams

54.

water fountain
home stop
Among the greatest luxuries in
the modern world is peace of
mind. Let this Buddha-themed
water fountain grace your
living space, creating an aura
of positivity.
Price: `3,499

selectcitywalk.com

Home Décor

quilt set
maspar

BALLET POSE
Lladró
This piece is inspired by ballet,
one of the brand’s signature
themes. With a matte porcelain
finish on the ballerinas’ tutus
and soft pink dancing shoes,
this collectible is a must-have
for your living room.
Price: `1,04,000

57.

Vibrant and well-coordinated,
this is a set that ensures absolute comfort and is magnificently uplifting as a visual treat.
Price: On request

Archers Frieze vase,
Lladró
A melange of classic sophistication
and modern pizzazz, this exclusive
accessory from Lladró is exactly
what your living room needs.
Boasting exquisite craftsmanship
and strong brand value, this is
luxury incarnate!
Price: `6,40,000

RURBAN BEDDING
maspar
With an exotic touch of rustic
living and an urban edge, this
bedding is an ode to subtle
sophistication that is a mark of
true luxury.
Price: On request

Porcelain lamp,
Lladró
Lladró Mademoiselle Seaside
Dreams 9 Light Suspension is
made from beautifully handcrafted porcelain. This is sure
to lend an elegant and chic
touch to your home.
Price: `1,208,800

56.

Lord Ganesha
Lladró
Symbolism and craftsmanship
are majestically combined in the
god of wisdom and knowledge, the
eliminator of obstacles.
Price: `4,50,000

selectcitywalk.com

cushion
covers
maspar
Cushion covers can be an
expression of your personal style
in ways you never imagined. Go
for these vintage beauties to give
your home a classic touch.
Price: On request
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Home Décor

sheesham
tables,
fabindia
A small sheesham round side
table brings in a lot of functionality
and efficiency to any living space.
Whether by the bed or in the
living room, this side table is a
great addition.
Price: `9,500 per unit

upholstered poof
fabindia

quilt
fabindia
This printed cotton gadh kamal
quilt is all you need this winter to
beat away the chill in style.
Price: `3,290

Comforting and plush, this
gorgeous upholstered poof
is the perfect blend of utility
and sophistication.
Price:`6,500

Sheesham
Tri Upholstered
chair,
fabindia
Add a splash of vibrance to
any room with this dual-hued
upholstered chair and sit back for
an ultimate spell of me-time.
Price: `17,900

58.

Mango Fabric
Woven Stool,
fabindia
A must-have for every home,
the stool is easy to move
around, and a great space
saver. This minimalistic design
goes well with all kinds
of decor.
Price: `4,800

selectcitywalk.com

Gadget

61.

#ga-ga gadgets
Cool electronics you must lay your hands
on this quarter!

Samsung 163 cm (65”)
Q8C Curved QLED TV
`454,500
This TV incorporates Quantum Dot technology
that is claimed to deliver colour perfection for
an out-of-this-world viewing experience that
never fades. Colours are deeper and contrasts
are bolder, with no distortion irrespective of the
viewing angle. There are three USB and four
HDMI ports, among other connectivity options.
The ‘Invisible Connection’ feature incorporates
a single, transparent optical cable connected
to the One Connect Box for integrating external
device cables. The 63” display is completely
bezel-free, and all connected devices can be
controlled with just one remote control, with the
additional benefit of voice control for simpler
browsing through channels.

60.

Apple MacBook Air 13” (256GB SSD)
`92,500
This super-slim MacBook Air is powered by a
1.8GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor with
Turbo Boost up to 2.9GHz and 3MB shared L3
cache. It has a 720p FaceTime HD camera, and
256GB (upgradeable to 512GB) PCIe-based SSD
memory, implying significantly faster boot-up
times as compared to hard-disk based systems.
The operating system is macOS High Sierra, the
newest version of macOS. For graphics and video
support, there is Intel HD Graphics 6000, dual
display and video mirroring, and Thunderbolt
digital video output. It uses a full-sized backlit
keyboard with an ambient light sensor. And all this
comes in at a weight of just 1.35 kg!

selectcitywalk.com

LG F0K4CHK2T2 Frontloading Washing Machine
(12 kg)
`247,990
With a massive 12 kg
capacity, this washing
machine can manage a huge
load of laundry using its
smart cleaning technologies
and a combined washerand-dryer system to allow
optimal washing and drying
of all clothes. It incorporates
Smart Diagnosis, NFC
connectivity, and a full-touch
control panel. The built-in
steam generator removes
allergens and microbes as well
as smoothens out laundry,
also removing odours in
the process. It comes with
a direct drive motor that is
powerful and produces very
little noise. it lets you choose
between different wash
programmes and six motion
direct drive technologies
that move the wash drums in
different directions.

Apple iPhone X
(Space Grey, 256GB)
`102,000
The newest iPhone to hit
the market, the iPhone
X represents possibly
the biggest step forward
– technology-wise –
between successive
generations of the iPhone.
The bezel-less screen, a
first for iPhones, is a 5.8
inch (diagonal) Super
Retina HD display with
458 pixels per inch,
using OLED Multi-Touch
technology, with a notch
for the 7MP TrueDepth
front camera and sensors.
At the back are dual
12-megapixel wide-angle
and telephoto cameras,
and you can shoot your
video in 4K at 24 fps, 30
fps or 60 fps. And yes
– there is no fingerprint
sensor, with Apple’s Face
ID technology (through
the TrueDepth camera)
using facial recognition to
unlock the phone.

Parrot ZIK 3 Bluetooth
Headphones
(Camel Colour)
`29,999
These bluetooth headphones
allow up to 18 hours of
wireless playback time with
just two hours of charging,
which can be done wirelessly.
Noise reduction technology
allows you to enjoy detailed
audio output by eliminating all
unwanted noise to allow the
listener to be fully immersed
in music. There is also a street
mode that keeps the audio
amazing while letting in some
ambient noise so you are
aware of your surroundings,
yet can enjoy your music
safely. The ultra-intuitive
touch control panel on the
right earpiece allows easy
operation of the headset as
per requirements. Of course,
there is a built-in microphone
for hands-free calling.
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BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR

Nike

GF

Serviced Apartments |
Svelte Hotel & Personal
Suites

Daily Objects

TOMMY
HILFIGER

F02

Croma

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR

F21

Digital House

F79

F37

Imagine

CAFES & MORE

F29

Samsung

F24

Theobroma

LINGERIE

F74

Krispy Kreme

F31

FF

Sushiya

F65

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

L'affaire

RESTAURANTS - ALL DAY DINING

CK Underwear

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS
& TRAVEL
FF

Cinemas

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR

PVR Gold
Class & PVR
Premiere

FF

Fragrance

Rosemore

F78A

Accessorize

F19

Liquor Shop

La Cave

F17B

Aldo Accessories

F23B

Nail Bar

F14

Da Milano

Simar's Nail
Bar

F33

Dune

F60

Rite Sight

F67

Hidesign

Opticals &
Sunglasses

F72

Nappa Dori

F68B

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Dayal
Opticals

F59

Satya Paul Accessories

F09

Steve Madden

FF

Popcorn

The Crunch
Box

F69A

Tresmode

FF

Pots & Plants Green India

F48A

Andrea’s Eatery

TOMMY
HILFIGER
ZARA

CHARLES &
KEITH

SWAROVSKI

H&M

62.

selectcitywalk.com
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63.

F27

Scaled Model Modelart
Replicas &
Hobby Toys

Second Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS
SA02

Homestop

FF Bal- Shoe & Bag
cony
Repair

Mr. Pronto

F22A

Watches SerTissot
vice Centre

FF

Hawk
Tattoo

F69B

Writing
Instruments

Tattoo Art

S16A

Delsey

S17A

GEOX

S16B

Samsonite

SA02

S32

S30B1 Le Creuset

Novalash

Third & Fourth Floor
Select CITYWALK Store Directory
3rd Floor

HOME & LIFESTYLE

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

William
Penn

Homestop

Toys

Hamleys

3rd & 4th Entertainment
Floor

Hangout

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR

S30A2 Maspar

3rd & 4th Entertainment
Floor

Sports
Diner

S17B

S11A

4th Floor

PA PA YA

Adidas Kids

Oma

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS

S11B

Fabindia

S15

Gifts of Love

RESTAURANTS - All Day Dining

S12A

Momentz

S02A

Burger King

S29B

San-Cha Tea Botique

S10

Joy Luck Moon

ELECTRONICS

S09

Mamagoto

SF

S18

Punjab Grill

CAFES & MORE

S05

Sattvik

SF

Mövenpick

S12B

Yum Yum Cha

SF

Bings

S21

Pizza Express*

FOOD COURT

S25

Burma Burma

SF

KIDS & INFANT CARE

Fifth & Sixth Floor

SF

Cotton
Candy

Sugar
Threads

SF

Nail Bar

Nails N More

SF

Pet
Accessories

Heads Up
For Tails

S29A

Salon

Geetanjali

S31

Salon

Looks

Tommy Hilfiger Childrenswear

United Colors of Benetton

S27

US Polo Kids & Women

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION
ACCESSORIES & FOOTWEAR
S23

Cath Kidston

SF

Crocs

MANGO

64.

S30B2 Spa

Fitness
First

Select CITYWALK Store Directory

My Square

S30A1 Chicco

S28

Health Club

Third Floor (Towers)

S25
S33

Select CITYWALK Store Directory
5th &
6th
Floor

MZone

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS &
TRAVEL

Mothercare

Fine Dining

Third
Floor

Home Decor

GoodEarth

Third
Floor

Café

Elma's

* Stores coming soon

Aroma Thai

ZARA

MAC

CHAMBOR
selectcitywalk.com

